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Julius Caesar  
William Shakespeare 
Echo Park Garden Gallery - April 2017 

  
Excerpt from Funding Proposal: 
  
Project Nongenue is creating a focused and immediate 
production of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar with a cast 
made entirely of women. This production is heavily 
influenced by the contemporary political moment, 
particularly as it examines the role of women in public 
leadership positions. Within Los Angeles and the 
nation as a whole, this election season has stirred up 
dissent from many marginalized populations, 
especially women. Our project plans to be very 
interactive with its audience, in an attempt to create a 
sense of civic responsibility and dissent through 
theater. 
  
Project Nongenue’s goal working with classical theater 
in this time is to create new and meaningful 
productions with enduring text; we believe that by 
having the words of a foundational drama about 
allegiances and politics come from the mouths of 
women, we will create an entirely different, necessary 

and new production of Julius Caesar. Through the production, we are interested in exploring three major areas 
of creative development and research: the intersection of gender and power in the political context of 
2017, the role and responsibility of the citizen as an audience member to the political stage, and 
finally, the utility of Shakespeare and classical theater to a modern audience. 

  
Part of our preparation for the production will 
be conducting interviews with a variety of 
women living in Los Angeles about their 
connection to our government and leadership: 
whether they feel represented, whether they feel 
their voices are heard and/or valued, and 
whether they feel in control of their 
representation. We will conduct interviews with 
women across a spectrum of identities,    

 
 



including women from varying cultural and 
racial backgrounds, levels of ability, class 
statuses and sexual orientations. These 
interviews will inform the world in which 
our Julius Caesar will take place- the degree 
to which women feel empowered by the 
political system which governs them. 
 
These interviews will also inform the creation 
of our audience participation portion of the 
show. Watching Julius Caesar involves 
choosing sides and allowing oneself to be 
swayed by political rhetoric, and we are 

aiming to involve the audience in deciding who wins these rhetorical arguments. By allowing a small degree of 
flexibility in the original text, audience members will be able to actively side with whichever political leader in 
the play they believe will represent them and their interests, thus creating a personal stake for audience members 
in the story. In light of the powerful political protests that have happened in Los Angeles following the 
announcement of election results, we are interested in adding to that momentum by using Julius Caesar to start 
a collective imagining of what a different kind of government could look like. 
  

Much Ado About Nothing 
William Shakespeare 
The Lounge Theater - January 2018 

  
Director’s Note: 
  
I think we are lucky to be living in a time 
where what we thought was true is being 
broken open - and where gritty, brutal, and 
also beautiful realities are leaking out of 
those cracks. Cameron and I walked into 
this production with a distinct 
understanding of what Much Ado About 
Nothing meant to us in our current 
political climate. This show was always 
going to be about believing women: when 
we do, when we do not, and why. This 
famous Shakespearean romantic comedy 
gets a lot of things right: pride interrupting 
love, the silliness of youth, the trickiness of 
forgiveness... to name a few. But it also 
tackles the hidden nature of violence and    

 
 



abuse in otherwise liberal societies, the strain of politics on romantic and familial relationships, and what it 
means when a man’s word is pinned 
against a woman’s. However, in despite 
of the darkness that resulted from 
leaning into this play’s difficult 
moments, I have been repeatedly 
knocked backwards by this cast’s ability 
to demonstrate the inherent comedy of 
power struggles, the earnestness of love, 
and the endlessly patient nature of 
forgiveness. Thank you for supporting 
Project Nongenue, where we believe in 
putting marginalized voices at the 
center of classical texts, and where 
Shakespeare wrote no characters as 
weak.  

 

Trojan Women 
Euripides 
Hollywood Fringe Festival 
The Lounge Theater - June 2018 
 

Director’s Note: 
 
This piece has been one of my 
most challenging artistic 
projects to date. Trojan 
Women is so big, so nuanced, 
so ancient, and pulls on so 
many heartstrings, that it is 
difficult to write or speak 
about this it in broad strokes 
or linear sentences. But I know 
I can say this much: 
Someone once told me that 
producing a play is like casting 
a spell. I have since learned 
what she meant through this 
show. The themes and events 
of the play start revealing 
themselves to you in the room, 
in your life, and on the news-    

 
 



as if you are casting a spell on the world around you with the text. The spell these actors have cast has forced me 
to wrestle with many things: the unfathomable strength of women in times of crisis, the comedy that 

accompanies hopelessness, the often 
unheard sorrow of the Matriarch whose 
world crumbles before her, the complexity 
of male allyship in a world of gendered 
expectations, the bottomless sorrow of 
women who cross borders and lose their 
children, and, perhaps most importantly, the 
way hate irrevocably poisons and permeates 
community, down to its roots. 
This is a story of women surviving, 
sometimes at the expense of one another, 
and sometimes not. At the end of each run, I 
am filled with a heavy sense of gratitude for 
Helen, Hecuba, and Cassandra (and all of 

these ancient, archetypical women and men), precisely because they have endured these things so that we do not 
have to. Their stories allow us to imagine a different world and give us the tools to build the community we 
want - one where we fight for each other, believe each other, and heal each other. 
As Hecuba offers us directly, "All is well. Had God not taken us in his hand and thrust our high things low, we 
would not be this splendor, and our wrong an everlasting music for the song of Earth and Heaven." 
So welcome to their everlasting splendor, or to their spell. Welcome to Troy. 
 
Awards:  
Pick of Fringe 2018, Encore Award, Nominee for Best Ensemble Piece 
 
Reviews:  
 
“Trojan Women is a formidable challenge –the characters are from a world 3,000 years gone, they speak in 
elevated poetry, and their story is relentlessly painful. Project Nongenue’s dedication and artistry give us an hour 
of terrible empathy that will not allow us to forget these women — nor the ones who suffer in refugee camps 
and prisons all over our world.” 

- Mark Hein, Theater Ghost 
 
“Director Olivia Buntaine, with movement direction by Christine Breihan, have worked with the performance 
ensemble to create nothing less than a work of art.” 

- Daniel Faigin, California Highways 
 
 
“This is a thoughtfully and effectively staged and deeply moving production. Olivia Buntaine is a director to 
watch.” 

- Lisa K. Wyatt, Certified Reviewer, Actor, The Office 
 

 
 



“Olivia Buntaine is a budding, visionary director with a unique sense of style and an eye for beautiful stage 
pictures. Her ability to tell stories through the precise arrangements and blocking of her large company of actors 
is masterful. Not to mention her capacity to handle a dated text and make it accessible to every single person in 
the audience.” 

- William Lawrence, Certified Reviewer 
 

 
Grand Canyon P**ssy: Or, How to be Queer in Utah 
a staged reading of the new play in development 
Anna Renee Winget 
The Lyric Hyperion - November 2018 
 
Promotional Blurb: 
A queer fantasia set in Southern Utah amidst 2008's Prop  
8 election, GRAND CANYON PUSSY is an unapologetic exploration 
of the friction between queer identity and the Mormon Church. It 
excavates the consciousness of the TOUR GUIDE, a young, queer 
Mormon woman who is a church singer and Zion National Park Tour 
Guide by day, and a Drag King/Femme Queen at night. This show 
contains adult language and plenty of pills, goddesses, mountainous 
peaks, dildos, floral prints, sequins, and, well, pink.  
 

  

 
 



Works in Development 
 
The Tragedy of Medusa 
Olivia Buntaine 
Son of Semele Company Creation Festival - 
January 2019 
 
Festival Application Blurb: 

The Tragedy of Medusa is a nuanced and 
challenging retelling of the classic myth of Medusa. 
At the heart of the show is the romantic 
relationship between the goddess Athena and her 
human priestess, Medusa, whose relationship is 
complicated when the other gods find out and 
intervene through misogynistic, homophobic, and 
even violent methods. The show can be described 
as poetic, fast-paced, and dramatic with moments 
of comedy. 
 
 
 

Company Member Quote on Development of 
Medusa: 
“This was a play that Olivia Buntaine had been 
workshopping privately without the intention of 
mounting any time soon - and then we watched 
Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh’s hearing and 
confirmation. The Tragedy of Medusa is a retelling of a 
classical myth from a survivor’s perspective, and it 
tracks the ways that sexual violence fractures 
relationships and communities. One of our greatest 
passions is breaking down the stigma that makes it 
impossible to have frank and honest conversations 
about the realities of and misconceptions about sexual 
violence, and we believe it’s crucial to find a way to 
keep these conversations going even as Brett Kavanaugh 
fades out of the public eye.”   

 
 



Medea: A Soliloquy, or, The Death of Medea 
Constance Strickland 
March 2019 
 

 
Quote from Project Proposal: 
 
Medea: A Soliloquy, or, The Death of Medea is a mediation on 
female mental health using the black woman's body as a vehicle. 
What happens if a woman who has killed her children is pushed to 
the back of her mind?  Can this woman can find redemption? 
 

 
 


